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INSTRUMENTATION & TECHNIQUES

Monitoring animals' movements
using digitized video images

RICHARD F. OLIVO and MARGARET C. THOMPSON
Smith College, Northampton, Massachusetts

An animal's movements can be monitored continuously using video digitization techniques.
We outline the differences between video frame-grabbers and column-scan digitizers, and describe
two applications using column-scanners: detecting episodes of spontaneous locomotionand tracking
the position of a moving appendage. Strategies are discussed for increasing the speed of software
and for compressing the information in the video images into an analog motion signal to be dis
played and stored for later analysis. Finally, the advantages and limitations of frame-grabbers
and column-scan digitizers are assessed.

Many experiments require continuous measurements of
an animal's movements. For measuring generalambula
tory movements, traditional apparatuses have included
running wheels, jiggleboxes, andarenascrossed by infra
red light beams (Clarke, Smith, & Justesen, 1985).
Measuring the movements of a single appendage hasbeen
moredifficult, usually requiring theattachment of a device
to the appendage. However, the proliferation of inexpen
sive consumer-grade video products, including video
digitizers for personal computers, has made it increas
inglyfeasible to recordand measure animals'movements
using standard videotechnology. Thispaperdescribes the
use of videodigitizers, devices that convert videoimages
into numbers in the computer's memory, for two appli
cations: (1) long-term recording of spontaneous locomo
tion, to detect periods of activity and quiescence, and
(2) monitoring of the movements of a singleappendage
on a tethered animal. Because evena single digitized video
image represents a huge amount of data, an experiment
that lastshoursdemands that the databe compressed sub
stantially beforestorageor analysis. In bothapplications,
we derived fromeachdigitized video image a single num
ber, whichwas convertedto an analogsignalto produce
a continuous recordof movements. Theanalog signal was
written out, along with other experimental signals, on a
chart recorderand instrumentation tape recorderfor sub
sequent analysis.
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Video Digitizers
Two types of video digitizers are available for

microcomputers: frame-grabbers and column-scan
digitizers. To understand their differences, it is helpful
to review a few basics of video technology.

A standard video signal from a camera or video recorder
is an analog electrical signal that controls the brightness
of pointson a video monitor's screen. To paint a video
image, an electronbeamthat is modulated by the analog
signal sweeps across the screen in a series of horizontal
scan lines. Synchronizing pulsesembedded in the signal
bring the electronbeam to the top of the screen(vertical
sync) and the left edge (horizontal sync). The full screen
(a video "frame") is repainted 30 times each second.

Eachvideoframe consists of 525 horizontal scanlines,
of which 480 are visible. Since 30 frames per second
wouldcreate a disturbing flicker, each frame is painted
as two interlaced "fields," with the even scan lines in
one field and the odd lines in the other, for a total of 60
fields per second. Each scanline lastsonly64 p.SeC, a very
brief interval even by computer standards. Whenan im
age is digitized, each scan line is typically divided into
at least256(andoften512or more) discrete points, called
pictureelements or pixels. Thus, every 64 p.sec, a video
digitizer must convert the analog signal into several
hundred storednumbers, representing the gray values of
pixelsalong the scan line. This task is muchtoo fast for
ordinary microprocessors andanalog-to-digital (AID) con
verters.

Two solutions have emerged for coping with the high
speed of videosignals. The first, used in frame-grabber
video digitizers, is to employ a very fast, relatively ex
pensive flash converter. The devicesalso haveon-board
high-speed memory to hold the video image, and as
sociated circuitryto reconvertthe storeddigitized image
to a displayable videosignal. The high speedof the con
verter and the memory permit the captureand storageof
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complete video frames in real time. Frame-grabbers for
black-and-white video with a resolution of 480 (vertical)
x 512 or 640 (horizontal) are currently available for the
PCfAT bus at prices starting at $1500, and for the Macin
tosh II at $1,000.

The second solution, column-scan video digitization,
is less expensive and is available in devices for low-end
computers such as the Commodore 64 and Apple II (see
Appendix for manufacturers and addresses). Column-scan
digitizers use moderate-speed AID converters, and usually
place their samples in the computer's own graphics
memory. Since the moderate speed with which these
devices sample and store pixels cannot keep up with the
video signal, a different approach is taken: only a single
pixel is digitized for each horizontal scan line. Under soft
ware control, the computer's processor provides the
digitizer with the horizontal and vertical coordinates of
the next point to be digitized. When the coordinates of
the incoming video image match the requested coor
dinates, a sample-and-hold circuit captures the analog
video voltage. The captured signal is then converted to
the digital gray value for that pixel, after which the proces
sor transfers the value to an appropriate address in the
computer's memory. To acquire a full image, software
directs the systematic sampling of points. Typically, be
ginning at the left edge, one point is sampled from each
horizontal scan line; at the end of one video field, a ver
tical column of points has been acquired. The software
then specifies a horizontal position one pixel to the right,
and during the next video field, another vertical column
of points is acquired. As one watches the image being built
on the computer screen, it appears that an active column
is moving across the screen. Scanning a full image of256
columns requires 256 video fields; at 16.7 msec per field,
acquiring a full image takes 4.3 sec.

The technical differences between frame-grabbers and
column-scan digitizers give each device advantages and
limitations. The most obvious difference is that column
scan digitizers do not have the fast temporal resolution
of frame-grabbers, and thus they cannot be used for ac
quiring accurate images of rapidly moving animals. Also,
column-scanners (and some lower cost frame-grabbers)
generally do not distinguish between odd and even video
fields. Instead, they treat pairs of horizontal lines as if
they were the same, and consequently they have lower
spatial resolution than most frame-grabbers. Nevertheless,
the low cost of column-scanners, and other factors that
we discuss later, make them attractive for some appli
cations.

We describe next two examples in which a column-scan
digitizer was used to monitor movements. The first ex
ample demonstrates the use of a digitizer to detect active
and quiescent levels of locomotion; the second shows how,
by restricting the measurement zone to a single vertical
column, rapid movements of an edge can be tracked ac
curately in real time.

Monitoring Episodes of Spontaneous Locomotion
Our first example that demonstrates how video digitizers

can be used is taken from a series of experiments in which
the spontaneous walking movements of tethered crayfish
were monitored for many consecutive hours (Arnesen &
Olivo, in press; Olivo & Thompson, 1982). We mounted
a black-and-white video camera directly above an animal,
which walked on a floating foam-rubber ball. In the video
image, the dark crayfish was easily distinguished from
the light-eolored objects that formed the background. The
image was digitized repeatedly, and inspected for changes
that indicated movement.

The strategy for detecting movement was as follows.
A rectangular scan area was established to include the
crayfish and its appendages, but to exclude as much of
the remaining background as possible. Each pixel in the
scan area was compressed to a single bit in memory (1
or 0) according to whether its gray value was darker or
brighter than a threshold gray (which we chose in advance
to separate the animal from its background). The com
pressed image was compared pixel-for-pixel with the
previous image, and all pixels that differed in the two im
ages were counted. This count indicated the number of
pixels that had been "crayfish" in one image and "back
ground" in the next, or vice versa; it provided a mea
sure of the extent to which movement had occurred. To
display and record this information, the count was then
scaled to a range of 0 through 255, and was sent to an
8-bit OfA converter to produce a voltage signal propor
tional to the number of pixels that had changed between
scans. The output voltage, updated after each scan, gave
us a continuous record of the animal's movement.

Since the informationabout each image was not retained
once a count had been made, it was important to be able
to monitor the process visually to guarantee that the
reduced data were free ofartifacts. The software allowed
us to display either the compressed image or an image
that showed only the pixels that had changed, referred
to as a difference scan. Figure 1 illustrates these two types
of displayed images. Figure 1a is a compressed image,
in which each pixel is either black or white. Individual
pixels (dots) are readily resolved, indicating the relatively
crude spatial resolution (here, a 128x 128 array) that is
adequate for motion detection. The remaining parts of
Figure 1 show difference scans. In Figure 1b, the cray
fish was motionless. A fringe of scattered pixels appears
around its edges, representing noise in the measurement.
These pixels are probably due in part to electronic noise
in thevideo signal, which puts some marginal pixels above
the gray threshold in one image and below the threshold
in another. A second source of the edge pixels is the
digitizer's inability to distinguish between odd and even
video fields, so that pairs of pixels on adjacent video lines
are treated as if they were the same. In any case, the noise
pixels introduce a relatively constant baseline in the mo
tion signal. When the animal moved, however, the count
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In Figure 2a, the measurement wasmade on the livevideo
signal; in Figure 2b, the same scan area was measured
on playback of a videotape, with the starting frame for
the scan slightly displaced in time. In comparing these
two motion records, it is clear that the timing and rough
shape of the records are similar, but the fine structure of
the analog signals is not the same. On additional play
backs, with the scan area limited to the claws alone
(Figure 2c) or the legs alone (Figure 2d), the basic epi
sodesof movement againappearedequivalent, but the de
tailsof the recordsweredifferent. We conclude from such
experiments that the analog motion records should be
treated as rough but not detailed indicatorsof the timing
and extent of the animal's movements. Nevertheless, the
records are entirely reliable for distinguishing periods of
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Figure 1. Digitized video images of a tetbered crayflSb, viewed
from above. The animal is held in place by a plastic rod glued to
its back; its legs bold a ftoating foam-rubber ball, and are free to
move. (a) Compressed image, sbowing all points darker tban the
thresbold gray level. The white region at the bottom of the dark
crayftsb is the ligbt-colored support rod that beId theanimalin place.
(b) Difference scan,sbowing all points that cbanged from white to
black, or black to white, between tbe most recent and the previous
image. The animalwassitting quietly, without moving; thescattered
dark pixels represent noise, as described in the text. (c) Difference
scan during slight movement, particulariy of the left claw, whicb
sbows its advancing and retreating edges. (Variatiom in dot size are
an artifact of the oscilloscope's beam-brightening circuitry.)
(d) Difference scanduring pronounced movement of the claws and
walking legs. Mostof theappendages appear twicebecause thepixels
that represent tbem have cbanged between images.

of changed pixels and the analog signal increaseddrama
tically above the baseline. In Figure lc, slightmotionoc
curred. (Note the large increase in the total number of
pixels that appear, including partialdoubleimagesof each
claw. A moving appendage appears as a double image,
because pixels have changed at both its original position
and its current position: from animalto background where
the appendage was, and from background to animalwhere
it now is.) In Figure Id, greater motion occurred, with
both claws and most of the walking legs changing po
sitions.

Since the resolution of the original compressed image
is relatively low, and since the difference scan represents
data acquired over many frames, and thus would differ
slightlyif the startingframe were earlier or later, we were
curious about the reproducibility of the analogmotionsig
nal. Figure 2 illustrates the outcome of one test. Each of
the figure's four parts shows the scan area and the cor
responding analogmotionsignalfor the samefew minutes
of behavior. In this sequence, three prolonged episodes
of movement were separated by brief quiescent periods.

c

d
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Figure 2. Reproducibility of video-based motion detection. Eacb
trace sbows an analog sigDaI proportional to the number of pixels
that have cbanged between scans. (a) Video scan covering theclaws
and walking legs, measured from the Uve video sigDaI. (b) A scan
of the same area and the same behavior, but measured on pIaybeck
of a videotape recording. (c) A scan of the claws only, measured
from tbe videotape. (d) A scanof tbe walldng legs only, measured
from the videotape. (In this trace, thevertical ampliftcation Istwice
that of the other traces.) Note that a1tbougb the line structure of
the analog sigDaI is dill'erent for eachrecord, the three sequential
episodes of movement are clearly detectable in all records and are
similar in their general timing and shape.
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quiescence from periods of spontaneous behavioral
arousal.

Whether a frame-grabber or column-scan digitizer is
used, the software must be efficient because the image
contains a huge amount of data (up to 256K for a
512 x 512 x 8-bit frame) and the motion signal must be up
dated in real time. In addition, for a column-scan digitizer,
it is essential that the software be fast enough to specify
x-y coordinates and to store pixel gray values for each
scan line, without exceptions. Otherwise, the digitizer
would have to wait an entire field (16.7 msec) instead of
one scan line (64 p.sec) between points, which would
drastically degrade the imaging rate. Using a 6502
microprocessor at I MHz and programming directly in
assembly language, we found it fastest to place raw gray
values from the column-scan in a temporary array, using
a processor register to index the array and to specify the
vertical coordinate. Once an entire column of points had
been stored, the software had time to make additional cal
culations for the column of pixels. It compressed the im
age by comparing each value in the temporary array to
the gray threshold, and packed the resulting bits into bytes.
Each packed byte was then exclusive-ORed with the
equivalent byte from the previous compressed image to
produce the difference byte, representing the pixels that
had changed. The difference byte and the compressed im
age byte were each stored in their respective image ar
rays, so that both arrays (the compressed and difference
images) were gradually transformed from their old to their
new values as the column-scan progressed. (If a frame
grabber were used, it would be necessary to store two
complete compressed images before calculating the differ
ences between them, although the strategy for compar
ing pixels would be the same as with a column-scan
digitizer.) Another improvement that made the final soft
ware run faster was to create a 256-entry table giving the
number of Is in every 8-bit number. Bytes from the differ
ence scan served as an index into the table, thereby cal
culating the number of changed pixels with a single in
struction rather than having to shift each difference byte
eight times to count the I-bits. Finally, by making the
scanned area cover less than the entire image, and by us
ing every other column and line (a 128x 128 array in
stead of 256 x256), we made the process run faster (one
image every 2.2 sec) while still obtaining adequate spa
tial resolution.

Monitoring the Position of an Appendage
A second type of motion monitoring is to track the po

sition of a dark-light boundary, such as the edge of a mov
ing appendage. As a test of our method, we analyzed
videotaped sequences supplied by Thomas Consi and Ed
uardo Macagno of Columbia University, who recorded
reflex flicks of a tiny crustacean's eye in response to
flashes of light. In their experiments, the animal, Daph
nia, was exposed to flashes of various wavelengths and
intensities to obtain behavioral data on its spectral sensi
tivity (Consi & Macagno, 1985). The animals were video-

taped through a microscope in infrared illumination; for
our analysis, they were oriented so that their eye flicks
occurred in a vertical direction. By tracking the position
of the eye, the software produced a continuous record of
eye flicks, making it possible to monitor which flashes
were above threshold. In this animal, the eye's small size
(about 200 p.) and location beneath the (transparent) body
surface make it impossible to attach a measuring device
to the moving structure; consequently, the example is an
excellent demonstration of the advantages of video tech
niques, which do not require direct contact.

The strategy for tracking the eye's movements was to
place a vertical scan-column 1 pixel wide across the lower
edge of the eye, as shown in Figure 3a. When the eye
flicked, it rotated in a way that moved its lower edge up
and down in the scan zone. To detect the position of the
edge, the software placed the gray values from the scan
zone in a temporary array, as in the previous example,
and then inspected the array to find the lowest pixel in
the column that was darker than a preset (and relatively
dark) threshold. This separated the very dark eye from
some of the other background structures. Figure 3b shows
x-y plots of gray values for pixels in the scan zone, with
plots for two orientations of the eye superimposed. Ar
rows indicate the positions of the eye's edge as detected
by the software. After each vertical scan, the detected ver
tical coordinate of the edge was converted to an analog
voltage (Figure 3c) to provide a continuous signal of the
eye's position. The signal was updated every 16.7 msec,
or once for each video field, which is the maximum rate
that can be obtained from a standard video signal.
Although for optimal speed the scan zone must be verti
cal, and for our software it must not exceed 160 horizon
tal lines (the remaining time in each video field is required
for calculations), this experiment shows the feasibility of
using column-scan digitizers for measurements with high
temporal resolution. In fact, because of some of the limi
tations discussed in the next section, frame-grabbers might
not be able to make measurements as quickly.

We have not discussed the hardware details of our im
plementation until this point because we used a now
outmoded Rockwell AIM-65 microcomputer (Heth, 1980)
that would not be chosen today. (A Commodore 64 or
an 8088-based PC clone would probably be our choice
for a very low-cost system, and a Macintosh IT or a
PC/AT clone with a frame-grabber for a higher cost sys
tem.) We modified a column-scan digitizer (Digisector
DS-68, The Micro Works, Inc.) to communicate with two
parallel ports on the AIM-65, and created analog outputs
for the motion signal and for an x-y display on an oscil
loscope (for graphics, which the AIM-651acks) by attach
ing three 8-bit D/A converters (AD558, Analog Devices,
Inc.) to parallel ports on an accessory card. For a per
sonal computer with its own graphics, only a single ana
log output for the motion signal would have to be added.
A wide variety of video digitizers now is available from
many manufacturers (see the Appendix, and also Linz
mayer, 1985), as are analog input/output cards; no hard-
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Figure 3. Tracldng a moving edge in real time using a narrow ver
tical scan zone. (a) High-contrast image of the eye of a miniature
aquatic crustacean, Daphnia, as seen from the side. (The original
video image, obtained through a microscope in infrared light, bad
a full gray scale, but was converted to high contrast for reproduc
tion bere.) A vertical scan zone SOpixels high and 1 pixel wide was
positioned across the bottom edge of the eye, to detect up-and-down
movements. (b) Gray values of pixels in the scan zone, plotted for
two positions of the eye. Eacb dot represents tbe gray value of a
single pixel. The axes are arranged so that the vertical axis, posi
tion in tbe scan zone, bastbe same orientation as the vertical scan
zone in the image above. Most of the pixels are from several sequen
tial video frames taken wben the eye was at rest. Also plotted are
pixels from the lower part of the scan zone for a single video frame
taken during an eye ruck. Arrows mark the detected position of tbe
edge (the point where gray values shift from black toward white)
for the eye's two different positions. (c) Excerpts from an analog
chart record of tbe eye's position, sbowing three eye rucks (down
ward deflections of the trace).

Column-Scanners Versus Frame-Grabbers
The two applications we have presented, generalized

motion detection and edge tracking, are examples of a
wide range of possible video-based measurements. The
basicstrategy weusedfor detecting spontaneous locomo
tioncouldalsobeapplied, for example, to monitoring the
running of unrestrained rodents in an arena. Similarly,
edge tracking could track leg movments or the position
of the pupilof an eye. For anyparticularapplication, the
basic software strategy for extracting data from a video
imageis the samewhether a frame-grabber or a column
scan digitizer is used, aside from the details of how the
image is acquired. Although they have limitations, low
cost column-scan digitizers can be used successfully in
someapplications, and mayeven be preferable for edge
tracking. However, as frame-grabbers become cheaper,
their versatility will increasingly makethemthe optimal
choice. Theyhavetheobvious advantage of acquiring the
image instantaneously, eliminating motion distortion, and
freeing the overall process fromthe timing limitations of
column-scanning. Frame-grabbers also typically provide
enoughmemory to store multiple images; they have in
put look-up tables that permitautomatic compression of
an image duringits acquisition; and they haveadvanced
outputfeatures, suchas pseudocoloring, thatmakeit pos
sible to display differently colored overlays of the com
pressed image and the difference scan.

However, someof our recentattempts to track unres
trained animals witha PCIAT-based frame-grabber (Data
Translation DT-285I; Olivoand Pufall, unpublished ex
periments) indicate that there also are disadvantages to
usingframe-grabbers. The mainproblemstemsfromthe
large memory space that is needed to hold a high
resolution image. The (nominal) 512x512 x8-bit image
from a typical frame-grabber occupies 256K ofhigh-speed
memory, butthe PCIAT architecture usually requires that
this imagememory be located abovethe I-MB memory
spacethat MS-DOS can address. As a consequence, cur
rentlyavailable languages cannot address pixels directly;
instead, all or partof eachcaptured frame mustbecopied
down into the lower 640K of memory before manipu
lation or inspection of the image can be made by soft
ware. (Details of how to do this in the Forth language
are available fromthe authors.)In addition, oncethe im
age has beencopied, even a fastprocessor requires time
to inspect 256,000 pixels. Thismeans thatalthough frames
canbeacquired as fastas thecamera generates them, they
cannot be processed in real time. One must either skip
a certain number of frames between samples, or workwith

waremodification is required to usethem. However, most
of the digitizers and their software are designed for cap
turing images for printing and display, and not for mak
ingmeasurements. Asa result, detailed programming will
usually be necessary for applications of the type described
here.
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frame-by-frame playback from a video recorder. As a
result, the position of a freely moving animal cannot be
tracked dependably in real time through digital inspec
tion of the image. Instead, it is necessary to use analog
techniques that return the image coordinates when the
video signal exceeds a preset voltage level (Crawley,
Szara, Pryor, Creveling, & Bernard, 1982; Fleischer &
Pflugradt, 1977). Even so, frame-grabbersare, at present,
the best choice for general monitoringof motion, and their
advantages will increase. New operating systems will re
move MS-DOS' s limitations on directly addressing im
age memory; attractively priced frame-grabbers are now
appearing for the Macintosh II, which does not have the
crippled address space of MS-DOS computers; and, for
the type of applications that we have discussed here, soft
ware can be made to run faster by not sampling every
pixel.

As indicated, video techniques have become attractive
and cost-effective for measuring live movements. When
extended to frame-by-frame playback, where software
speed is not as critical, digitized video can also be used
for more complex analyses of behavior. For example,
items from a repertoire of behavioral fragments can be
identified by matching an animal's posture to a series of
stereotyped templates (Kernan et al., 1980). Eventually,
image-recognition techniques, now much too slow for
practical use, may bring the benefits of artificial intelli
gence to the automated analysis of behavior. In the mean
time, by using the simpler techniques that we have
described, it is entirely feasible to extract continuous
measures of movement in real time from digitized video
images.
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APPENDIX
Some Manufacturers of Video Digitizers

for Personal Computers

ATD/Zuckerboard
235 Santa Ana Court
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 720-1942
ffiM PS/2

Chorus Data Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 370
6 Continental Boulevard
Merrimack, NH 03054
(603) 424-2900
ffiMPC

Data Translation, Inc.
100 Locke Drive
Marlboro, MA 01752
(617) 481-3700
ffiM PC, PC/AT, Macintosh II, MicroVAX

DATACUBE, Inc.
4 Dearborn Road
Peabody, MA 01960
(617) 535-6644
ffiM PC, PC/AT

Digital Vision, Inc.
66 Eastern Avenue
Dedham, MA 02026
(800) 346-0Q90
Commodore 64, Apple II, ffiM PC, Atari ST

Imaging Technology, Inc.
600 West Cummings Park
Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 938-8444
ffiM PC, PC/AT, VMEbus, Q-bus, Mu1tibus

Koala Technologies
269 Mount Hermon Road
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
(408) 438-0946
Macintosh

Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd.
1055 St. Regis Boulevard
Dorval, Quebec H9P 2T4, Canada
(514) 685-2630
ffiM PC, PC/AT, VMEbus, Q-bus

Micro Works
P.O. Box 1110
Del Mar, CA 92014
(619) 942-2400
Apple II, ffiM PC, s-roo, S-50

Pixelogic, Inc.
38 Montvale Avenue
Stoneham, MA 02180
(617) 438-5520
Macintosh

Truevision, Inc.
7351 Shadeland Station, Suite 100
Indianapolis, IN 46256
(800) 858-8783
ffiM PC, PC/AT, Macintosh II

(Manuscript received February 23, 1988;
revision accepted for publication June 7, 1988.)


